Curing Chamber

Controlled concrete curing requires an enclosure to create and maintain the perfect climate for the process. CureTec designs curing enclosures with materials that ensure a minimum loss of heat and maximum service life. CureTec chambers are custom built, so each one meets the exact requirements of the customer. The use of high-quality insulation materials and a hot-dip galvanized steel structure (also available in stainless steel) guarantees the best quality and therefore a long service life. The chamber inlets and exits are closed either with insulated aluminum roller shutter doors or with more economical tarp doors. CureTec also supplies and assembles complete rack systems for the paving stone, block, and paving slab industry. The racks are designed according to the customer’s requirements, assembled and installed by CureTec. The rack systems are hot-dipped and galvanized after fabrication so rust has no chance to develop. State-of-the-art design and professional installation is what CureTec is all about.